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‘But does it do any good?’ – Executive Summary
‘Tional’ was a three-day gathering organised by Celtic Neighbours at Sabhal Mor Ostaig on the Isle of
Skye in June 2013, essentially to help launch new cultural collaborations and strengthen existing
ones. In this report we concentrate on the economic and social impacts of eight cross-national,
community-centred cultural interactions that developed out of that gathering, examining in depth
their impact now they have moved into their active production phase. This allows us to consider
issues such as job creation, the generation of finance and the emergence of second and third
generation activities. We look also at the impacts these eight collaborations have made on the
confidence, ambition, expertise and other resources of those involved, whether as organisers,
cultural practitioners or participants.
All these projects are taking place through one or more of the smaller European languages, and all
are collaborations between community and production groups dedicated to working in those
languages. Our research suggests powerfully that multi-lingual initiatives not only contribute
significantly to long-term economic well-being, but have a positive impact on language use and
cultural confidence in smaller-language communities. Celtic Neighbours www.celtic-neighbours.eu
is the leading development agency supporting cultural collaborations across the Celtic world and
more widely in Europe. If desired, access to our earlier report distributed a year ago, which
concentrates more on the dynamics stimulating or militating against the success of embryo projects,
can be found at http://www.ealain.ie/publications-reports/other-arts-reports-documents/.
Headline Findings:


9 successful interactions; 28 partner organisations from 8 minority nations involved



Every project delivered in one of the smaller languages – often in two or more



36 second and third generation collaborations already moving towards production stage



Over 600,000 Euro generated in over less than three years



162,00 Euro paid in wages; 37,000 Euro in artists’and professional fees



11 full-time posts created; 44 part-time; 17 internships



More than 700 volunteers and other participants; more than 15,000 audience members



Audiences developing for innovative and multilingual productions



Cultural activities effective in addressing social issues and community planning



Participants report their skills, capacities, resources and confidence greatly enhanced



Participants report accelerating positive impacts on language use and cultural confidence.
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1. Introduction
‘Tional’ was a three-day gathering organised by Celtic Neighbours at Sabhal Mor Ostaig on the Isle of
Skye in June 2013, essentially to help launch new cultural collaborations and strengthen existing
ones. In this report we concentrate on the economic and social impacts of eight cross-national,
community-centred cultural interactions that developed out of that gathering, examining in depth
their impact now they have moved into their active production phase. This allows us to consider
issues such as job creation, the generation of finance and the emergence of second and third
generation activities. We look also at the impacts these eight collaborations have made on the
confidence, ambition, expertise and other resources of those involved, whether as organisers,
cultural practitioners or participants.
All these projects are taking place through one or more of the smaller European languages, and all
are collaborations between community and production groups dedicated to working in those
languages. Our research suggests powerfully that multi-lingual initiatives not only contribute
significantly to long-term economic well-being, but have a positive impact on language use and
cultural confidence in smaller-language communities. This report looks back over a two and a half
year process, and we are deeply grateful to the four organisations named on our title-sheet for their
vision and generosity in supporting us financially while we continued our research for a further year.
In a recent edition of Arts Professional the comment was made that in the field of culture “people
are always asking for outcomes – all we can offer them is potential”. However, we are glad to say
we are in a position now to talk about practical outcomes and quantifiable impacts. This will be the
primary thrust of our report, although of course among the hoped-for outcomes from any
networking endeavour is that it will also be a catalyst for generating novelty and innovation, for
transcending existing boundaries of collaboration in a scalar and operational sense, and for adding
value to the activities and experiences, both for partners in the network and for those who also
benefit, such as communities and audiences.
Between 2013 and 2014 we examined carefully the progress of twenty-two cultural collaborations
that had taken shape, or had been extensively refined, during Tional. We tried to gain then an
understanding of why some nine or ten had flowered, and moved towards production, while others
had not progressed so successfully. If desired, that report (generously supported by Highlands and
Islands Enterprise) can be accessed at http://www.ealain.ie/publications-reports/other-arts-reportsdocuments/. We are all fully aware of the dilemma for arts-based minority language entities and
activities of quantifying the value of our many qualitative, gradual processes and practices. We
increasingly operate within project-based funding models that require us to articulate this value.
Our enduring commitment to the value of the arts and cultural activity in language promotion also
requires us to consistently strive to promote what we do. This includes influencing the direction of
arts and language policy, and raising institutional awareness of the best ways and means to support
and sustain progress in this regard. We very much hope that this report, and the findings and
perspectives it offers, will prove a positive contribution to these debates.
We have focused on two strands of activity. The first involves accounts from the initiatives that have
entered or passed through the production phase. The second draws on the responses of delegates
from the Tional gathering who have been asked to reflect on its value as a networking mechanism in
4

aiding their practice. After briefly detailing the methodology employed in our research, we will
identify our key findings and discuss them, then outline our conclusions before making
recommendations for future action.

2. Overview of organisations and activities
Below are some key details on the organisations and the activities we have examined as part of the
network:
Number of partner
organisations involved

27

Jurisdictions represented

8 (9 organisations from Wales, 5 from Ireland, 4 each from
Scotland and the Basque Country, 2 from Frysland, I each from
Cornwall, Galicia and New Zealand)

Art-forms involved

Multi-arts 9, Visual arts 5, Dance & Drama 3, Music 3, Museums
and education 3, New media 2, Circus 2

Stage in project development

2 now completed, 2 approaching completion, 5 continuing
through production stages

Table 1: Overview of organisations and activities

3. Methodology
Celtic Neighbours acts as the fulcrum of an active network, and as a matter of course we maintain
close ties with partner organisations in that network. We therefore receive regular feedback on the
progress of initiatives from a high proportion of our colleagues. We have maintained a particular
interest in projects growing out of Tional, asking for updates and discussing progress at least
quarterly since July 2013. In addition, Celtic Neighbours has been a contributing partner in three of
the eight programmes under consideration, and an active mentor to two others.
For the purposes of this report, we have also gathered specific information by means of two
separate questionnaires. The first was directed at the 8 project organisers. It sought detailed
information about economic and cultural impacts, as well as asking respondents to score a range of
values relating to their professional practice. All of these were returned. A shortened version was
sent to 7 key project participants, who were not involved as organisers. This version did not include
the sections relating to quantifiable economic data, as these respondents were not responsible for
this management aspect, but simply addressed the values relating to professional practice. All were
returned. The second questionnaire, which focused on the value of the networking experience, was
emailed to those delegates who attended the Tional gathering and for whom we had contact details.
Of 86 distributed, 18 were established as undeliverable due to changed or discontinued email
addresses. It was decided to remove these from the sample since they had not received the
questionnaire, reducing it to 68, of which 25 were returned (a 37% response rate). The quantitative
survey data was examined using Excel. Qualitative information in the form of more extended
commentary was also invited from all respondents, and is introduced as a means of providing
5

additional context and analysis to the main trends emerging, and also to explicate certain less
obvious underlying issues. The findings are discussed in the next section of the report.

4. Economic impacts:
We have only been able to monitor the direct economic impact of the collaborations we are
following: the income they have raised from grants, sponsorship, sales and support in kind. We have
not been in a position to measure the secondary impacts of the activites – on catering and
accommodation demands, for example, or economic activities such as logistical support, crowd
control or cultural tourism. Similarly, our figures for jobs created and hours of work generated refer
only to developments within the partner organisations themselves.
However, we can record that the eight collaborations have so far generated over 600,000 Euro from
a wide range of sources which will be analysed further below. Twenty-seven organisations, over 150
permanent staff and over 700 volunteers and other participants have taken part in these
developments; eleven full-time posts have been created, forty-four part-time ones and 17
internships so far. Over 162,000 Euro has been paid in wages and over 37,000 Euro in artists’ and
other professional fees. More than fifteen thousand people have so far been drawn in as audience
members.
Summary of impacts/outputs

Amount/quantity

Number of interactions reaching production stage and reporting

9

Number of partner organisations involved

27

Total activity days generated

162

Number of permanent staff involved in organisation

157

Volunteers and other participants involved

712

Total audience numbers

15,090 (+ web & social media)

Full-time posts generated

11

Part-time posts generated

44

Internships generated

17

Fees for artists and other specialists

37,100

Total wages paid

162,860

Table 2: Summary of project impacts/outputs
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Summary of income streams/income generated

Amount

Income generated from pan-European agencies

26,317

Income generated from national & devolved governments

168,432

Income generated from national & devolved arts support agencies

37,976

Income generated from local authorities

345,600

Income generated from charitable organisations

13,740

Income generated from sponsorship

300

Income generated from key organisations’ own funds

29.988

Income generated from ticket and commodity sales

5,112

Other income generated

29,959

TOTAL

657,424

Table 3: Summary of project income streams/income generated
Before taking the detailed breakdowns further, we need to point out that one of the projects
involved has grown to be a giant; a cuckoo-chick whose growth and influence had outstripped all
others and exceeded all expectations. The pan-European TOSTA project, which nearly died twice in
the period since Tional, has now generated more than two-thirds of the income identified here, and
a similar proportion of the paid activity. Many gatherings such as Tional could and will take place, of
course, without nurturing so powerful and influential an initiative; as such it could be argued that
exploring the impacts that TOSTA has contributed might create a misleading representation of this
kind of activity. On the other hand, cuckoos’ eggs of this magnitude are laid from time to time, and
in this case the nest we provided proved to be a welcoming and eventually effective one. We value
the smaller-scale projects we have nurtured just as we value this unexpected monster; and of
course, it’s as important to record and explore the impact of major developments like TOSTA when
they occur, as any other. So having made this necessary qualification, we will move on.
It’s significant and surprising to many that the contribution made by local authorities to the total
income generated is so large – more than half the total. Many production agencies, whether large
or small, develop useful dialogues and relationships with arts councils, independent charities and
similar organisations, but the nurturing of interactions with local authorities seems less common.
These figures suggest that there is considerable scope for more open, ongoing dialogues between
cultural actors and local authority officers, to mutual benefit.
We would expect the figures for ticket and other product sales to rise as more of these enterprises
move into the later stages of their progress; we are surprised, however, at the small amounts raised
from charitable sources, and even more so from sponsorship. The first may reflect the lesser role
played by charities in supporting the arts in nations other than those in the UK; the second,
however, might suggest that the opportunities to access support from sponsorship are fewer than
often supposed, or at least that the channels to gaining access to this sort of support are not yet
clearly mapped.
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5. Impacts and outcomes on participants
Figures 1 and 2 below summarise the responses to a series of questions put to the 8 project
organisers and 7 project participants on the range of impacts and outcomes resulting from the
projects’ initiation and progress. We acknowledge that the small number involved (15 in total) can
only elicit a very context-specific set of results; however even with this number we draw attention to
some strong trends and common sets of experiences. Figure 1 summarises what we describe broadly
as the ‘internal’ impacts of the projects – those impacts experienced most directly and significantly
by the project participants themselves. The most obvious trend is the positive ranking for all of the
outcomes from the projects, in particular the perceived intrinsic cultural value of the activity, as well
as the degree of professional competence in evidence. The community impacts were also evaluated
as high; the value of the activity as perceived by the community, and level of commitment and
interest generated there were also both positively ranked. The lowest ranking (just above 3) applied
to the perceived level of press and other media coverage.

Figure 1: Impacts and outcomes (n=15)
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One of the most striking findings of our research into currently active projects has been their
dynamic generation of further interactions. Almost without exception, the collaborations we have
been monitoring have given rise to a second generation of initiatives, some of which are already
entering the production phase, and some indeed have already led on to third-generation activities.
Interestingly, the new activities generated are not always like-for-like; they have often been in
strikingly different settings and art-forms to those that helped them germinate, drawing in new
partners as well as nurturing existing relationships, as reflected in the pictogram below:
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Figure 2: Network of emergent networks and relationships
For example, the project Cymylau Tystion (Clouds of Witness) involving 11 partners from the Basque
Country, Wales, Scotland and Ireland led to 4 exhibitions in 4 countries. Curated by Naomi Heath, a
digital artist from Ceredigion and Ciara O’Flynn, a sculptor and visual artist from County Kerry, the
exhibition emphasised the importance of place and identity. Over a period of more than a year, the
two artists collaborated with members of a rural community in Bro Ddyfi, mid-Wales, in exploring a
way of life and re-creating everyday experiences that continue to flourish despite social, cultural and
economic pressures. The partnership also led to a long-term exchange of residencies between
galleries and arts centres there in the Gaeltacht and Welsh-speaking Wales. After a month showing
in Y Tabernacl gallery in Machynlleth, the exhibition later showed firstly in Sabhal Mor Ostaig in Skye
and then for a further month in the small rural town of in Lekunberri, Nafarroa, in the east of the
Basque Country. Shortly after this conference, it will be opening for its final showing in Dingle,
County Kerry. The period in Lekunberri has led in turn to a proposed youth drama collaboration,
focused on strengthening use of the Welsh and Euskara languages through improvised theatre. Next
9

month, a young actor and youth worker from Lekunerri will spend a week living and working with
staff and young people at Theatr Felinfach, before returning to develop a youth production in
concert with young people in Wales. An exchange of video-letters, a fine art exhibition from the
Basque Country in Wales scheduled for November 2016, and the co-production of a bilingual book of
poetry have also emerged from this particular interaction.

Figures 3 & 4: ‘Clouds of Witness’ Exhibition, Wales, 2013
Another project, involving a partnership between primary schools in the Mayo Gaeltacht, west of
Ireland, and in New Zealand, has also given rise to highly innovative approaches to using minority
languages while exploring place identity. This project, curated by the Irish artist Kate Buckley, now
resident in New Zealand, was part of a residency put in place by Brendan Murray of Glór Inis Gluaire,
Belmullet. It has emerged not just as an artistic endeavour, but also as a series of invaluable
pedagogic approaches to teaching and learning through the medium of Irish. From an arts practice
perspective, the residency has also evolved into a collaborative exhibition with Áine Moynihan in
County Kerry, which will be shown in 2016 at the Annóg Space, Dingle, Co. Kerry, and Áras Inis
Gluaire.
TOSTA, a series of residencies and festivals, has in turn led to the shared development of a languageuse protocol, a community template for creatively measuring opportunities for neighbourhood
cultural activity - and the development of a line of traditional fishermen’s jumpers. A performance
tour of Wales by a solo piper from Galicia has inspired a three-month international arts residency
and yet more publishing.
The Tional gathering also facilitated An Lab, in County Kerry, to further develop the Circus Project, an
initiative that targets all age groups but particularly young people. The network has led to new links
with the Organised Kaos Circus Company in Wales who visited An Lab last May, and provided
workshops for the Circus Project. They also performed at Féile na Bealtaine, an annual arts festival
which, along with Ealaín na Gaeltachta, provides ongoing support to the Circus Project and to the
activities of An Lab. This collaboration has enabled stronger involvement of the local Tralee-based
circus company, The Fanzini Brothers, who deliver circus workshops on an ongoing basis. That
projects like these can endure and become an established feature in a locality and community is
vitally important to achieving the longer term aims of supporting minority language use through the
arts. The ongoing support from Féile na Bealtaine and Ealaín na Gaeltachta has been crucial in this
regard.
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Among the most innovative and successful collaborative events emerging out of Tional – and
interestingly, one which we had not been aware of till it was too late to include information of its
impact in this research - has been the first Gaelic Twitter Day held first on 1st May 2014, and the
second on 30th April 2015. Here, Jamie Wallace of Social Media Alba collaborated with Mirjam
Vellinga and Sito Wijngaaden of Afûk in Frislân, where a Frisian Twitter Day had already been
established. Gaelic Twitter Day elicited its first Gaelic tweet from the Scottish First Minister wishing
the initiative well. The Scottish Parliament and Scottish Football Association have also been involved
since the beginning of the initiative to maintain its high profile.

Figures 4 & 5: Impact of social media – Gaelic Twitter Day 2014
The strong links developed between the Staffin Trust and the Ecomuseum in Skye have led to the
establishment of the Eco-amgueddfa, an ecomuseum in Pen Llŷn, where seven heritage
organisations across North Wales are now working in partnership with Bangor University, employing
a full time project officer over 3 years, responsible for training and for marketing the project. The
next stage is to work with an Irish partner to develop a triangle of ecomuseums in the Celtic
countries, and they are also currently discussing links with a similar group in the Basque Country.
Through its involvement with Celtic Neighbours, Afûk has also become part of an international
network for minority languages and culture which in turn enabled the building of close links with the
Donostia/ San Sebastian European City of Culture group. These links have been used to advantage
by the city of Leeuwarden/Ljouwert in Frŷslan, during its own successful application to become
European Capital of Culture for 2018. We very much hope that Galway’s application to become
Capital in 2020 will succeed, and thus continue a vital thread of collaboration, enabling the smaller
cultures and languages of Europe to play a creative and influential long-term role on the European
stage.
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Figure 6: Donostia/San Sebastian European Capital of Culture events, 2016.
Jacob Borsma from Dokkum in Frŷslan drew on Celtic Neighbours’ contact database and
relationships he has built up through involvement in the network, in order to first curate an
exhibition based on fishermen’s sweaters through having discovered a shared history on sweaters in
fishing communities in Europe. In consultation with Aras Éanna on Inis Oírr, the Aran Islands, he has
begun to develop a production line for knitted sweaters from maritime localities across Europe,
reviving a tradition of cultural and economic value for the community.
The continued charting of these developments, and in particular their economic and social impacts,
would be a major long-term work and demand far more resources than we have available, but
merely to be able to record the intricacy and energy of the process has been both exciting and
enlightening.

6. The value of the networking experience
This next section focuses briefly on the reported impacts from the experience of the Celtic
Neighbours network, involving 25 respondents. These were overwhelmingly positive. A number of
non-respondents may well have been indicating a lack of involvement in, and enthusiasm for, the
project; however, of the 25 returns we have, a majority reported ongoing contact through the
network. Of greater significance in a strategic sense was that this had also developed to a level of
professional interaction. Twenty respondents have been either discussing or planning specific
collaborations, with 18 of these having led on to either production or other longer-term interactions.
Some of these projects have already been discussed above, but here we focus on other responses to
the networking experience.
6.1 ‘Look and see’ visits
Although we have not recorded the small sums generated by the following short visits between
organisations and individuals, or the professional time invested in them, they are significant
nonetheless. At least sixteen people have travelled between jurisdictions as part of the networking
process, and experience shows that such interactions are important both in instigating and further
developing collaborations.
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Date

Locations involved

Initiative
currently
developing?

September 13

Dublin, Ireland to Nafarroa, Euskal Herria

No

September 13

Powys, Wales to Nafarroa, Euskal Herria

Yes

November 13

Ceredigion, Wales to Lewes, Scotland

Yes

January 14

Ceredigion, Wales to Sipan, Croatia

Yes

February 14

Donostia and Durango. Euskal Herria to Powys, Wales

Yes

February 14

Lewes, Scotland to Ceredigion, Wales

Yes

September 14

Skye, Scotland to Connemara, Ireland

No

March 15

A Coruna, Galicia to Gwynedd and Powys, Wales

Yes

May 15

Connemara and Kerry, Ireland to Powys, Wales

Yes

June 15

Gwynedd, Wales to Donegal, Ireland

Yes

August 15

Durango, Euskal Herria to Powys and Sir Benfro, Wales

No

September 15

Nafarroa, Euskal Herria to Ceredigion, Wales

Yes

Table 4: Summary of exploratory visits, 2013-15
Of the twelve such visits known to us, nine have so far played a part in the development of
intercultural collaborations, in drama (2), music (2), language use and support (3), arts business
planning (1) and visual arts (2).
A glimpse of the value that these short interactions can generate can be gained from two anecdotes,
the first by someone after making such a visit, the second by a host. The visitor comments: "I will
never be able to forget the days when I was in Wales and I will never forget your hospitality and
friendship… To come to Wales was for me to discover another Galiza , another brother country.
Diolch yn fawr. Now, you must come to Galiza, my country and also yours . Please, tell me when
you could come to A Coruña.” The host’s perception is: “Naomi, our visitor from Ceredigion, became
a highly valued member of this project team and contributed significantly to the staging of a cross
art form event in the small Gaelic speaking community of Uibhist a Tuath. During her time on the
islands, Naomi highlighted the similarities and differences between the Gaelic and Welsh languages
and identified the potential to develop other Gaelic language initiatives based on examples of good
practice in Wales. Pròiseact nan Ealan greatly appreciated the support of Celtic Neighbours on this
project and look forward to further information and skills sharing activities in the future”.
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6.2 Impacts of networking on professional practice
Respondents were asked to evaluate the extent to which the connections developed at Tional had
impacted on their professional practice (Figure 7). All results were above the mid-point indicating
broadly positive experiences and outcomes. The value of the network interactions for generating
new cultural activities was highest ranked, followed by the widening base of support and potential
audiences/participants, along with the generation of dialogue, shared ideas and shared
understandings. Quantifiable success in these areas has been confirmed through the organisational
survey. However, delving further into the nature of these experiences and interactions provides
interesting insights into the dynamic nature of the Celtic Neighbours network, particularly the level
of innovation around language initiatives through the arts medium.

Figure 7: Impacts of networking experience (n=25)
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6.3 Advancing professional relationships
As well as the collaborations identified and monitored earlier in this report, a number of other
professional interactions have been taking place, not all of which we are party to. Igor Alboa from
Donostia, for example, provides the example of his production company Txalap.ART, which, because
of contact information obtained at Tional, was able to contribute to the 4th International Folk Music
Film Festival in Kathmandu, Nepal. The contacts made have also formed the basis for a European
project proposal involving other members of the network, which over the next two years will bring
performance artists from small cultures across Europe to perform in Euskal Herria.
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Guthanna Ón gCillín/Voices from the Cillín is a visual art and poetry project supported by both Ealaín
na Gaeltachta, Co. Galway and Sabhal Mór Ostaig in Skye. The collaboration was facilitated by Kath
NicLeóid, who was introduced to the work of Ealaín during Tional. It was also supported by the
Colmcille charity and Oidhreacht Chorca Dhuibhne in Kerry.
Articulture, an outdoor arts organisation in Wales, drew on a new contact made at Tional to become
included in a joint bid to the EU Regional Development Fund for an outdoor arts symposium, an
audit of potential venues in Powys and discussions with Hafren Forest management about a largescale outdoor arts project.
The value of Celtic Neighbours in generating dialogue, sharing ideas and reaching shared
understandings was particularly identified by one respondent for the way it broadened knowledge
about how language and culture is used in different community and cultural contexts. This has
stimulated the conditions to formulate new ideas for funded projects, which increasingly require
international partners, particularly at EU level. Another respondent commented that sharing good
practice and knowledge, particularly in their own geographically peripheral context, allowed them to
develop projects quickly and efficiently. One obstacle cited in this regard was the lack of adequate
resources for independent artists to pursue funded projects because of the burden of unpaid
administrative time that they required.
Unlike a different type of network, often characterised by largely one-way communication between
a larger ‘central’ organisation and its clients or members, Celtic Neighbours operates in a
democratic, horizontal and multi-polar manner. Interactions are overwhelmingly concerned with
sharing ideas and information that will lead to productions and collaborations, and comments show
the value given to this process by participants. The commitment of everyone in the network to
normalising the use of our smaller languages, and reinforcing cultural production within and
between those cultures, not only acts as a form of self-selection but brings a sense of shared identity
and purpose to group interaction.
One point of interest related to the usefulness of network interactions in matching needs and
avoiding duplication of work. A small number commented to the effect that it did not apply to them
as they operated within distinct geographical administrative remits, which we assume related to
distinct funding and reporting requirements. Setting aside time to reflect strategically on whether
there is potential to pool resources can be difficult to organise, and it means having an intentional
strategy for communicating and comparing experiences. Our contention would be that the
successful collaborations which have taken place, and are listed above, are evidence that a matching
of needs has indeed taken place; however, pursuing this in a more deliberate and structured way
may require developing new ways for network members to interact.

7. Impacts and outcomes for the wider community
Respondents to the longer questionnaire were asked to evaluate the effect of the projects they have
been concerned with on the linguistic confidence of audiences and the wider community, and
without exception they felt it to have been positive. They also scored the level of interest generated
in the community highly, and also believed that the host communities themselves had valued the
initiatives as worthwhile. When considering the value of participatory cultural activity in raising
consciousness of language issues, and articulating the value of their language to groups and
15

individual, these findings suggest that the arts can be a dynamic tool in offering ownership and
involvement in community language planning. A practical example of this is the developing
collaboration between community groups in Frŷslan, Ceredigion and Biskaia in the Basque Country,
where methods, templates and experiences of community planning involving the arts are already
being shared and comààpared.

Figure 8: Impacts and outcomes for the wider community (n=15)
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Respondents to all three questionnaires also agreed that the impact of these collaborations on skills,
capacities and aspirations within the communities concerned had been very positive. Capacity
gained as part of a cultural endeavour, whether gained in a professional or voluntary context, is not
only valuable within that field of activity but spills over and reinforces the confidence and abilities of
groups and individuals in professional, employment and social fields. The employment experiences
of those who have taken up the 11 full-time posts created and the 44 part-time ones can only be
enriched by the new patterns of work, new opportunities and relationships they offer. The 17
interns wil not share in the economic benefits, but to young people in particular, internship offers
scope to experience new challenges, different settings and the opportunity to shape or revise one’s
ambitions and priorities.
When considering the generation of income, we should remember that the vast majority of these
projects are taking place in small, often remote and economically marginalised communities. Almost
without exception, they are drawing on skills and talent from within their host communities, and the
audiences they address are in similar areas. The benefits of 600,000 Euro of directly generated
income, and a considerable amount more of secondary income, will be proportionally far greater
than in a conurbation or large city.
Less positively, respondents’ weakest rankings were applied to the degree of press, social and other
media coverage generated by thse activities. This may also reflect the fact that several have not
reached the stage of public presentation; but may also suggest a lack of expertise and commitment
among organising groups in public relations, or a lack of awareness of the appropriate channels.
16

7.1 Cultural activity and the language recovery process
As the material on economic impacts demonstrated, cultural activities do not take place in a sealed
capsule, but both affect and are influenced by dynamics in other aspects of social life. Particularly
when rooted in community, the arts can be an explosively powerful tool in addressing issues and
mobilising social energies. As a young farmer in Darowen, the village at the heart of the ‘Cymylau
Tystion’ project described above put it, “I’m not usually an arty type myself, but it’s a great
experience to see your own community under the spotlight.” He paused, then continued “especially
when it’s us ourselves shining the spotlight.” Two of the partners in the TOSTA project, Topagunea
from the Basque Country and Theatr Felinfach in Wales, are models of best practice in community
engagement: Topagunea’s network of federal branches spreads through almost every town and
many villages in the country, working entirely through Euskara (the Basque language), bidding for
and executing franchises to deliver services including crèches, nursery education, performance
circuits, arts training, multi-lingual dictionary making, holiday camps and adult learners’ circles.
Theatr Felinfach has worked successfully in long-term partnership with local authorities to address
issues as diverse as bullying and other conflicts, inward migration, housing inadequacies and
linguistic rivalry through devised drama with young people. So through young people devising and
acting out a number of situations and scenarios that capture their experiences and perceptions of
such issues, the drama and dance activity provides a unique medium for inclusion, civic engagement
and participatory democracy.
It’s exciting that these two organisations, in collaboration with Afûk from Frŷslan, are currently
sharing expertise in empowering communities in each country to address issues of language and
culture. It’s also very encouraging that two European capitals of culture, Donostia/ San Sebastian
2016 and Ljouwart/ Leeuwarden 2018, are, as a centrepiece of their celebrations, using the arts to
spearhead language normalisation initiatives, and an appreciation of the creative value of diversity.
We at Celtic Neighbours are proud of the part played in these developments by the Tional gathering,
and our wider network, and hope very much that Galway wins the nomination for 2020, ensuring
that three smaller-language cultures will be able to weave a common thread into European culture
over half a decade.

8. Working principles and recommendations
One of the most generous and patient supporters of this research has been the Arts Council of
Wales. In a recent meeting, their Chief Executive made a personal request. “Something that is
rarely addressed in this type of work,” he commented, “is what working principles, and ways of
working, you have identified that could point others to success in the future?” We wouldn’t
prescribe anything to groups that might have radically different agendas and challenges to those
we’ve experienced, but emerging from consideration of these successful projects there is a sense of
common ground, despite their diversity in content. A survey of this common ground reveals not a
protocol or a template, but a pattern that may be of interest to others involved in the practical
processes of collaboration and production:


Shared values: Although a drive to achieve excellence and innovation in cultural form and
content has been an essential element of all the projects examined above, in every case
there has been a greater over-arching aspiration. All those involved are committed to the
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reinforcement through cultural agency of their native languages and cultures, and thereby
to the strengthening of the communities that nurture them.


‘Hybrid vigour’: Initiatives that bring two or more smaller languages together in a
production situation generate remarkable energy and shared confidence. Speakers, and
particularly cultural actors, in all smaller cultures normally live and work in the shadow of a
larger neighbour, consciously or unconsciously referencing to that more powerful, better
funded, seemingly more sophisticated neighbour. When Basques and Irish, Frisians,
Galicians and others come together creatively, they do so on level terms, excited to share
and participate in another culture with similar aspirations and issues, and draw ideas,
encouragement and ambition from each other’s successes.



Diversity: A delegate to the Tional gathering commented at the time that in contrast to
most conferences, closely focussed on certain key aims and attracting a relatively uniform
delegate group, Tional was “full of energetic, driven, oddballs”. The diversity of groups and
individuals working together in the projects growing out of it has acted as a yeast, catalysing
energy and understandings.



Small scale: The vast majority of the organisations involved have been relatively small ones,
certainly with fewer than a dozen staff and often much less. This reverse ‘economy of scale’
seems to maximise potential for informality, flexibility, and the development of face-to-face
relationships that in turn breed trust and friendship. Rather than building up large financial
reserves, these projects have ‘stayed slim’, working primarily from project funding, and this
lightness – like hunger – sharpens creativity, maximises interactions with the host
community, and guards against any risk of creeping smugness and fossilisation.



Community roots: Unlike the ‘vaccination model’ that sees cultural artifacts injected into
communities, often with a razzamatazz of short-term publicity and funding, only to
disappear like a departing spaceship leaving a vacuum of disappointment and
disillusionment behind, these initiatives have either grown organically out of community
aspirations, or have been assimilated gently into existing patterns, ensuring greater
continuity, and welcoming and rewarding involvement at grassroots level.



A ‘horizontal’ network: The Celtic Neighbours network that has supported most of these
collaborations is one of multi-directional, democratic, needs-centred, production-led
communication, and benefits from the fact that none of its members fund or direct any
others. This empowers an active, project-centred, mutual flow of information and expertise.



Presence of a mentor: Availability of an experienced mentor organisation able to share
expertise, offer experience and act as a guide towards useful contacts has clearly been an
important resource during many of these initiatives.



The human element: These activities have all been fun. As well as achieving excellence and
strengthening language and community, the protagonists have also been committed to
sharing visions and developing friendships – caring about each other, and having a seriously
good time. This approach, at least, we would recommend to everybody.
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Recommendations:
The only recommendations we would make to our colleagues and strategic partners are these:














There’s no need any longer to question the economic value of cultural activity in small
communities. These findings have begun to answer the question “but does it do any good?”
Cultural activity is a powerful yeast in other social actions. Whether in planning,
community consultation and mobilisation, or addressing specific dynamics and areas of
conflict, the arts can reach areas, and unleash dynamics, where other approaches falter.
Despite the obstacles and disincentives, we should think long-term whenever possible.
Decades not years. As the Welsh poet Twm Morys said recently, “Who’ll be going to the
Eisteddfod when all the Druids are dead?”
Blessed are the facilitators. The presence in collaborative enterprises of an experienced
mentor organisation can be invaluable in sustaining a collective vision, accessing support
when necessary, and drawing in the partners needed.
Face to face is preferable to arm’s length. Even funding agencies can benefit from moving
into more open, informal dialogues with their clients. Many are already doing so, and
beginning to reap the benefits. Production groups too can gain enormously by treating their
funders and other strategic agencies as friends and colleagues. Information and ideas move
much better so.
If a project is good enough… it will attract the support it needs. Organisations, we believe,
should always do the work they yearn to do and feel to be invaluable; not do work because
the funding for it is available.
The size of an organisation is largely irrelevant. With appropriate support and partners,
small groups can achieve great things.
Our community and culture are our hosts, our prime resource, and our most important
judge. We should never forget it’s them that we work for.
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Appendix 1: Project Questionnaire

`
Research into outcomes of ‘Tional’ gathering, June
2013
Thank you for your assistance!
Response sheet 1
Name of project

Duration

Organisations involved

Jurisdictions and
regions involved

Completed?
(please tick)

2
3

Name and contact details of lead organisation

Lead project officer
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Project name
Response sheet 2
Please estimate staff and volunteer time, and help in kind, at cash value
and include them
Language(s) in
which project is/
was delivered

%

%

%

%

%

Art form(s)

%

%

%

%

%

Number of activity days
Number of staff involved
Number of volunteers
Number of participants
Total audience numbers
Part-time hours generated
Full and part-time posts generated
Days contracted to artists/ other specialists
Internships/ student placement days created
Total wages and fees paid
Income generated from national/ devolved governments
Income generated from local authorities
Income generated from charities
Income generated from sponsorship
Contributions from partners' own funds
Income generated by ticket sales
Income generated by other sales/ subscriptions
Other income
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Other activities that have grown out of this initiative
In process
Planned

Name of project……………………………………………………
Response sheet 3

On a scale of 1-5, 5 being the highest, how would you evaluate the following?
The intrinsic cultural value of this activity, in your own view
The value seen in the activity by members of the wider community
The level of commitment generated amongst participants
The level of interest generated in the community as a whole
The strength and durability of the structures and processes that were created
The strength and durability of new capacity created
The degree of professional competence involved in the process
The level of press and other media coverage
Coverage and response in the social media, including Twitter and Facebook
Other expressions of public satisfaction

Please use this space(and a further sheet if necessary) to record comments or anecdotes made
during the activity, that throw light on the questions and estimates above
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Project name
Response sheet 4

Again on a scale of 1 – 5, please indicate any impact you feel the activity has had on the issues
identified below. Don’t hesitate to use ‘0’ to show up areas you feel irrelevant to this particular
activity.
Thank you again for helping. We hope the report created from your feedback will be of value to
us all.
Increasing community participation and involvement in cultural activity
Reinforcing language use, pride and confidence
Encouraging members of the community to stay rather than leave
Increasing communication within the community
Increasing integration within the community
Increasing mutual trust and socialisation
Reducing anti-social feelings and activities
Developing and utilising community skills
Accelerating change within the community
Creating a sense of occasion and an atmosphere of entertainment
Offering educational benefits
Enabling the development of new individual skills and capacities
Generating tourism and other economic activity
Creating new opportunities for employment and self-employment
Enabling individual achievements and building confidence amongst individuals
Other (please specify here)
Other (please specify here)
Other (please specify here)

Please use a further sheet, if you wish, to add any further comments. We’d particularly like to
know where you found the treasure of unexpected help and support, and about the dragons – the
intractable obstacles you faced.
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Appendix 2: Networking Questionnaire

How was it for you?
A few last thoughts about the tional conference in skye
Yup. We’re still plodding away, trying to record and understand the effects on people and
organisations – and the wider community – of events like Tional in 2013. As someone who attended
that gathering, and did a great deal to make it a success, we’re coming to you one last time (that’s
right – this is the very last time...) to ask you for help. This will only take five or ten minutes at most.
By filling in and returning this short questionnaire, you’ll enable us to put the icing on two years’
steady research, and produce what we hope is going to be a powerful and influential report. Even if
you’ve already answered questions we’ve sent you, please respond to these too. Thank you!
Yes/No
Have you stayed in touch with anyone you met, or got to know much better, at Tional?
Have you developed any kind of professional interaction, however informal, with them?
Have you been discussing or planning specific collaborations with them?
Has your relationship led on yet to any production or similar long-term interaction?

If your anwers to any of those four questions was ‘yes’, we’d be very grateful if you could also
answer the following few too. If not, we’d still be grateful to hear from you – negative responses are
as important as positive ones.
By scoring between 1 and 5, 5 being the strongest and most positive response, could you indicate to
what extent the interactions you developed at Tional have developed your practice, in any of the
following ways?
Score 1 - 5
Accessing useful new sources of information
Generating dialogue, sharing ideas and reaching shared understandings
Sharing resources to address common issues
Matching needs and avoiding duplication of work
Widening your base of support and potential audiences/ participants
Generating new cultural activities
Generating or increasing economic opportunities for individuals or groups
Developing confidence and aspirations within your organisation
Developing confidence and aspirations within the wider community

And finally, if you could use the space on the next page to give some examples of these new connections,
and tell us just a little in your own words about the ways you’ve begun to work together– that will be
absolutely wonderful. Thank you once more for your help and insight.
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